The defect interaction and reinforcement of imperfect two-dimensional lattice materials are studied by theoretical investigations and finite element (FE) simulations. An analytical model is proposed to predict the interaction of two defects in lattice materials based on a single defect model. An interaction coefficient is introduced to characterize the degree of interaction. The effects of defect type and defect distance on interaction coefficients are studied. The critical interaction distance of defects, beyond which the interaction of two defects can be neglected, is derived. FE calculations are performed to validate the theoretical model. The simulated results indicate that increasing the number of defects can reduce the stress concentration rather than weakening the strength of the residual parts in certain circumstances. Subsequently, several reinforcement methods are proposed to reduce the stress concentration in the triangular and Kagome lattice for the single-bar-missing defect and single-joint-missing defect. An analytical model is developed for the reinforced lattices, and the predicted stress concentration factors are in good agreement with those of FE simulations. By theoretical studies and FE simulations, optimal reinforcement methods are derived for the triangular and Kagome lattice under planar loading conditions.
Introduction
Lattice materials have been widely used in numerous engineering fields such as spaceflight, aviation and navigation, because of their superior mechanical properties and multifunctionality (Evans et al., 1998; Deshpande et al., 2001; Wadley, 2006) on load efficiency, impact or blast resistance, heat dissipation and energy absorption (Gu et al., 2001; Fleck and Deshpande, 2004; Xue and Hutchinson, 2004; Qiu et al., 2005) .
The macroscopic mechanical performance, for example effective stiffness, strength and yielding surfaces, of ideal lattice materials have been investigated systematically (Silva et al., 1995; Hayes et al., 2004; McDowell, 2004, 2005) . Various types of defects, such as non-periodic microstructure, missing bars, stochastic dispersion of nodes, bar waviness, are originated in manufacture or practical applications. The unexpected defects result in crucial influence on the mechanical properties of lattice materials (Silva and Gibson, 1997; Simone and Gibson, 1998; Zhu et al., 2001; Wang and McDowell, 2003; Li et al., 2005; Symons and Fleck, 2008; Ajdari et al., 2008) . In reality, defects of lattice materials seldom emerge in a single pattern, thus the interaction of defects must be investigated. Chen and Ozaki (2009) proposed an approximate method for the tensile and bending stress concentrations in the hexagonal honeycomb including a single defect, and calculated the interaction between two defects. However, the triangular and Kagome lattice, which possess better mechanical performance, have not been investigated. In practical applications, imperfect lattices are usually reinforced to reduce the stress concentration induced by defects. Huybrechts and Tsaib (1996) made some researches on repairs of a single-joint-missing defect in the triangular lattice. Most of the previous investigations are performed by FE methods, while necessary theoretical investigations remain absent. The lack of periodicity induced by defects brings significant difficulties in achieving analytical solutions for imperfect lattice materials. Nevertheless, Cui et al (2010) developed an equivalent model to calculate the specific stress fields of the triangular and Kagome lattice with a single-bar defect analytically, using the principle of superposition and a stripe method. Based on their model, interaction and reinforcement of defects are investigated for the triangular and Kagome lattice in the present study.
Besides the analytical model, an interaction coefficient is proposed to characterize the degree of defect interaction, and the critical interaction distance is derived for the triangular and Kagome lattice. FE simulations are performed to validate the theoretical predictions. The effects of defect types and defect distances on interaction coefficients are studied firstly. Subsequently, several reinforcement methods are proposed to reduce the stress concentration induced by the single-bar-missing defect or single-jointmissing defect in both lattices. Both theoretical investigations and FE simulations are performed to calculate the reduced stress concentration factors. The predicted stress concentration factors agree well with those of the FE simulations. Optimal reinforcement methods are obtained for different loading conditions, and the induced stress concentrations are effectively reduced.
Interaction between defects of lattice materials
Interaction of defects is inevitable in lattice materials if simultaneously multiple defects occur. The basic case, i.e. interaction between two defects, is investigated in this section. FE simulations are then performed to validate the analytical predictions. Cui et al (2010) developed an analytical equivalent model to calculate the specific stress fields of the triangular and Kagome lattice with a single-bar defect. However, due to the interaction between the two defects, their model cannot be simply adopted to analyze the lattice with two adjacent defects by directly superposing two individual defect solutions. Consequently, an interaction coefficient of defects is proposed to capture this interaction.
Equivalent model

Equivalent model for the lattice with a single-bar defect
The equivalent model for the triangular and Kagome lattice with a single-bar defect is briefly presented in this section, and detailed description and analysis can be found in Cui et al. (2010) . The triangular lattice with one defect under combined in-plane loads and its equivalent model are shown in Fig. 1 (the one for the Kagome lattice is similar and hence not repeated). A perfect lattice is proposed to be an equivalent model by imposing a pair of concentrated forces F at the end of the perfect bar (see Fig. 1(d) ), which is at the corresponding position of the defective bar (see Fig. 1(a) ). Load and displacement compatibility must be satisfied to ensure that these two models are equivalent. (1) Load compatibility requires the residual parts of both lattices, as sketched in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(f) , have identical stress states. Thus, F' À F = F'', where the axial force F' in the substitute bar depends on the uniform external loads and the equivalent force F and the axial force in the defective bar F''. (2) Displacement compatibility requires the substituted bar has identical strain as the defective bar, as sketched in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(e) 
The equivalent model can be regarded as the superposition of two sub-problems, i.e., a perfect lattice under uniform loads and another perfect lattice subjected to a couple of concentrated loads at the ends of the horizontal bar substituting the imperfect one. The unit cell method (Gibson and Ashby, 1997) , which is mostly adopted, is employed to solve the first problem. The second subproblem, which is more difficult to solve due to the destroyed periodicity of lattice structures, is settled by an approximate stripe method (Cui et al., 2010) . The stripe method is developed based on the results of FE simulations, which are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the deformations of the triangular and Kagome lattice are concentrated in a long narrow stripe parallel to the substitution bar, under a pair of concentrated forces. Therefore, the bars outside the stripe can be regarded as a stress-free state. Based on this assumption, the stripe model for the triangular lattice can be established, as shown in Fig. 3 , where a ¼ ð ffiffiffi 5 p À 1Þ=2 is the distribution coefficient (For the Kagome lattice, the distribution coefficient of the axial force, shear force and bending moment are the force contributed by the residual structure. The details of the stripe method, which can be found in the previous study of Cui et al. (2010) , are not presented here.
Equivalent model for the lattice with two single-bar defects
For convenience, the situation of two single-bar defects on a straight line is analyzed, as shown in Fig. 4 , where j denotes the number of bars between them. The residual parts of the lattices are not plotted in the figures.
Similar as the equivalent conditions of the lattice with a singlebar defect given by Eq. (1), the equivalent conditions of the two defects are given by
The equivalent forces for the lattices with two defects can be rewritten as
where c d denotes the interaction coefficient of the dth defect; f d denotes the analytical solution of equivalent force for the lattice with a single-bar defect, and they can be given by,
where f 1 denotes the axial force of the substitute bar in the equivalent model caused by external forces; f s d denotes the axial force of the dth substitute bar in the equivalent model caused by the equivalent force f d .
The axial force of the substitute bar in the equivalent model are given by,
ð5Þ Table 1 Imperfection classification according to a. Combination of Eq. (1)- (4) gives the interaction coefficients,
For the triangular lattice, the axial forces in Eq. (5) are given by Cui et al, (2010) ,
where q is the relative density of the lattice; r 11 and r 22 denote the applied uniform external loading. Substitute Eq. (7) into (6), we can derive the interaction coefficients,
where
For the Kagome lattice, the interaction coefficients can be given by,
Verification by FE methods
To verify the accuracy of the interaction coefficients, FE methods are utilized to calculate the stress fields in the triangular and Kagome lattice with two single-bar defects. The commercial FE simulations software ABAQUS (version 6.5) is employed in the simulation. Each lattice is composed of 50 (horizontal) Â 25 (vertical) unit cells (The unit cells of the triangular lattice and the Kagome lattice are shown in Fig. 4 (b) and 4(d), respectively). Timoshenko beam elements with quadratic interpolation functions (element type B22) can provide the accuracy required of the simulations. The relative density q is 0.1. A series of uniform concentrated forces are applied to the nodes on the boundaries of the lattice to achieve the uniform external loads. The symmetric constraint is imposed on the symmetric plane, and a node on this plane is fixed to avoid rigid body motion.
To verify the theoretical prediction and illustrate the magnitude of defect interaction, the maximum normal stresses in the crosssections of the bars in the stripe derived by FE simulations are compared with those of the analytical models with and without interaction coefficients. The results are normalized by the maximum stress r m in the corresponding perfect lattice subjected to the same external forces, i.e. r ¼ r=r m , which can be regarded as the stress concentration factor.
As analyzed by Cui et al (2010) , the horizontal bars in both lattices are nearly stress-free under pure shear stress. Therefore, only axial stress is considered in the following verifications. 
Verification of interaction coefficients for the triangular lattice
For the triangular lattice, the interaction of the two single-barmissing defects is significant only when the defects are placed close to each other. Thus, the results corresponding to two single-bar-missing defects one bar-length (i.e., j = 1) apart from each other are presented in Fig. 5 , where i is the number of the decomposed structure in the stripe region, as shown in Fig. 3 .
It can be seen that, the predictions for axial stress by the equivalent model without interaction coefficients have substantial difference with FE calculations, and the introduction of interaction coefficients greatly reduces this gap. It implies that, the defect interaction cannot be ignored for the triangular lattice when the distance between the defects is very short.
Verification of interaction coefficients for the Kagome lattice
For the Kagome lattice, the interaction of the two single-barmissing defects remains significant when there is a substantial distance between the defects. Thus, two single-bar-missing defects three bar-lengths (i.e., j = 3) apart from each other are discussed for the Kagome lattice in Fig. 6 . It also can be seen that, the introduction of interaction coefficients greatly reduces the substantial difference between the predictions for axial stress by the equivalent model without interaction coefficients and FE simulations.
Discussion of interaction coefficients
In this section, the effects of the distance between defects, relative density and defect type on the interaction coefficients are analyzed for the triangular and Kagome lattice, respectively. According to the symmetry of the perfect lattice with respect to the symmetric plane of the two defects, only one interaction coefficient c 1 is analyzed.
Interaction coefficients for the triangular lattice
For the triangular lattice, the relative density has no obvious effect on the interaction of defects because of its stretching dominated deformation mechanism. Accordingly, only the distance between defects, j, and defect type are discussed, as shown in Fig. 7 .
It can be concluded that:
1) For the triangular lattice, the interaction coefficients decrease rapidly with the increasing distance between the defects. Assume the interaction of defects is negligible if the magnitude of interaction coefficient is smaller than 0.01. Two defects can be regarded as independent when the distance between them is more than four bar-lengths. This distance is defined as the critical interaction distance of the defects. 2) The strong defect gives the other defect a positive interaction coefficient, which can be regarded as the strong defect strengthens the effect of the other one. Reversely, the weak defect gives the other defect a negative interaction coefficient, which can be regarded as the weak defect weakens the effect of the other one. It implies that adding appropriate weak defects can reduce the stress concentration in the imperfection.
Interaction coefficients for the Kagome lattice
In addition to the same variables as those of the triangular lattice, the relative density q is also considered for the Kagome lattice.
The interaction coefficients are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of distance between the two defects.
It can be concluded that: 1) For the Kagome lattice, the critical interaction distance between two defects is much greater than that in the triangular lattice. When the relative density is 0.1, the critical interaction distance is about 36 bar-lengths; when the relative density increases to 0.2, the critical interaction distance reduces to about 16 bar-lengths. It implies that the critical interaction distance decreases with increasing relative density for the Kagome lattice. 2) The strong defect strengthens the effect of the other defect, while the weak defect weakens the effect of the other defect, no matter which type of defect the other one is.
Reinforcement of lattices with defects
Besides inevitable defects, contrived holes would cause severe stress concentration in lattice materials. Therefore, the reinforcement of lattices with defects or holes is demanded significantly in engineering applications. In this section, the reinforcement of lattices with either a single-bar-missing or a single-joint-missing defect is analyzed respectively, and the results are validated by FE simulations.
Under a biaxial stress state, the maximum stress concentration factor r in the triangular lattice with single-bar-missing defect is 1.36 (Cui et al. 2010) , which is relatively small. Therefore, no reinforcement is required.
Reinforcement of the triangular lattice with a single-joint-missing defect
For the triangular lattice with a single-joint-missing defect, a single-layer reinforcement method is adopted here by strengthening the six bars around the defect, as shown in Fig. 9 . The triangular lattice under an equi-biaxial stress state is analyzed at first. Force analysis is performed for the reinforced part of the lattices, as well as the corresponding part of the perfect lattice. The sketch of force analysis is shown in Fig. 10 , where Du and Du 0 denote the displacement of the reinforced joint and the corresponding one in the perfect lattice, respectively. In order to achieve perfect reinforcement, Du 0 should be equal to Du. By simple force analysis, Du and Du' are derived as
where l and E denote the length and Young's modulus of a perfect bar, respectively, and A 0 denotes the cross section area of the reinforced bar. A reinforcement coefficient b = A 0 /A is introduced to denote the degree of the reinforcement. It can be derived from Eq. (9) when b = 2, the perfect reinforcement condition is satisfied. The stress concentration factors of the reinforced triangular lattice under different loading conditions are calculated by FE simulations, as shown in Fig. 11 . It can be seen that the minimum stress concentration factor for the triangular lattice under an equi-biaxial stress state, which almost equals 1, is achieved when b = 2. This conclusion agrees well with the theoretical prediction. The stress concentration factor r has no obvious variation when the reinforcement coefficient changes under a uniaxial stress state. Therefore, the optimum reinforcement method for a single-jointmissing defect is to reinforce the bars around the defect to two times the original cross-sectional area.
Reinforcement of the Kagome lattice with a single-bar-missing defect
A single-bar-missing defect in the Kagome lattice only influence a long narrow stripe parallel to it (Wicks and Guest, 2004; Cui et al 2010) . The single-layer reinforcement method is to strengthen the inclined bars adjacent to the defect, as shown in Fig. 12a . The single-layer reinforcement method works well for the triangular lattice, but unexpected results occur when this method is adopted for the Kagome lattice. It can be seen from Fig. 12b that stress concentration factor r doesn't drop down, but increases with the reinforcement coefficient b, when 1 < b < 2. Although the stress concentration factor begins to decrease when b > 2, the effect of reinforcement remains discouraging even when b reaches 4. This unusual results are induced by the interaction between the defects (Here the reinforced bars are regarded as strong defects). It implies that the single-layer reinforcement method is not applicable for the Kagome lattice, and it is necessary to improve this method or find an alternative one.
The improved single-layer reinforcement method is to strengthen the inclined bars one bar-length from the defects, as shown in Fig. 13 . Based on the equivalent model developed by Cui et al (2010) , a simplified model shown in Fig. 14 is employed to analyze the deformation in the stripe of the lattice structure. The distribution coefficients of the axial force, shear force and bending moment of the inclined bars in the reinforced unit are denoted by b N , b Q and b M , respectively. The distribution coefficient of the axial force in the first unit is denoted by c. Utilizing the balance of forces and the compatibility of deformation, the shear force, bending moment and axial force can be expressed by where
The typical values of b N and c are given in Table 2 , presuming
By substituting the distribution coefficients, forces and bending moment into the equivalent model, the stress concentration factor can be derived. The analytical results are compared with FE simulations, as shown in Fig. 15 . It can be seen that the theoretical predictions agree well with FE simulations, and the stress concentration can be reduced effectively through this reinforcement method. The stress concentration factor can be reduced by about 30%, when the appropriate reinforcement coefficient is adopted.
As mentioned in Section 2, adding a weak defect can also reduce the stress concentration in the Kagome lattice. Therefore, a hybrid reinforcement method is proposed, by adding defects and reinforcing bars simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 16a . The stress concentration factor of the Kagome lattice reinforced by the hybrid method is derived by FE simulations, and the results are shown in Fig. 16b . It can be seen that the stress concentration factor can be reduced by about 50% under an equi-biaxial stress state.
In addition to the above two effective reinforcement methods, an alternative method of changing the local structure is proposed. The structure around the defect can be altered locally into a triangular lattice by adding bars, as shown in Fig. 17 . The stress concentration factors can be reduced to about 1.07, 1.39 and 1.42 under uniaxial stress r 11 , uniaxial stress r 22 and equi-biaxial stress respectively, which are the optimum values among the above reinforcement methods.
Reinforcement of the Kagome lattice with a single-joint-missing defect
For the Kagome lattice with a single-joint-missing defect, two methods, single-layer and double-layer reinforcement are proposed, as shown in Fig. 18a and Fig. 18b . The effects of these two reinforcement methods are compared by FE simulations, and the corresponding stress concentration factors of the Kagome lattice under uniaxial stress r 22 are shown in Fig. 18c . Under uniaxial stress r 11 , no obvious stress concentration would be occurred. Therefore, only the loading condition of uniaxial stress r 22 is studied here. It can be seen that the double-layer reinforcement has better performance of reducing the stress concentration factors, and when reinforcement coefficient b = 4, the stress concentration factor reaches a minimum value r ¼ 1:84, which is about 1/3 less than that of the unreinforced lattice.
Conclusions
In this paper, the defect interaction and reinforcement of imperfect lattices are studied for the triangular and Kagome lattice. An equivalent model is developed for the lattices with two defects, and it is verified by FE simulations. An interaction coefficient c is introduced to characterize the interaction of defects. The theoretical and FE results imply that the strong defect strengthens the effect of the other one, and the weak defect weakens the effect of the other one. It suggests that adding appropriate weak defects can reduce the stress concentration in the lattices. The critical interaction distance of defects for the triangular lattice is about four bar-lengths, and it is independent of the relative density. For the Kagome lattice, the critical interaction distance is much larger than that of the triangular lattice, and it decreases with the increasing relative density.
A single-bar-missing defect induces negligible stress concentration in the triangular lattice, thus only the reinforcement of triangular lattice with a single-joint-missing defect is investigated. Theoretical studies indicate that the single-layer reinforcement achieves a near-perfect effect on the triangular lattice under an equi-biaxial stress state. FE simulations verify the result and show its effectiveness for a uniaxial loading condition.
The single-layer, hybrid and local structural changing reinforcement methods are proposed and studied for the Kagome lattice with a single-bar-missing defect. It is indicated that the hybrid and local structural changing methods are more effective in reducing the stress concentration in the Kagome lattice. For the Kagome lattice with a single-joint-missing defect, the single-layer and double-layer reinforcement methods are investigated. FE simulations imply that the double-layer reinforcement has better performance of reducing the stress concentration in the Kagome lattice with a single-joint-missing defect.
